The theory of solution for quantum field functional equations is developped for a suitable testproblem of quantum mechanics. In Sect. 1 the functional formulation of the anharmonic oscillator in its spinorial representation is given, and in Sect. 2 translational equivalent functional equations are discussed. The expansion of the physical state functionals into series of basefunctionals and the symmetrical representation of the functional equations for such an expansion is discussed in Sect. 3. In the following Sect. 4 the special symmetric orthogonal Hermitean functionals are used and the explicit representation is derived. In Sect. 5 the functionals are approximated by expansions with only a finite number of terms and the resulting equations are prepared for integration and in Sect. 6 a necessary condition of stationarity is considered. In Sect. 7 the simplest equation for A = 1 is discussed in detail and the lowest eigenvalue is obtained. In the appendices technical details are derived.
In nonlinear spinor theory the dynamical behaviour of elementary particles can be described by functionals of field operators in a HEISENBERG representation and corresponding functional equations [1] [2] [3] . To obtain the physical information, it is necessary to solve the functional equations without perturbation theory, i. e. for the strong coupling case. As has been discussed in previous papers for the investigation of strong coupling functional equations, the anharmonic oscillator is a suitable test problem 2 ' 4~6 . The general idea for the solution of such functional equations is the use of an expansion of the physical functionals into series of suitably chosen base functionals and to approximate the exact infinite series by series with a finite number of terms. As has been shown in 6 and 7 the approximation procedure can be performed either in a symmetrical or in an unsymmetrical functional operator representation. The unsymmetrical representation has been discussed in 7 . In this paper we investigate the symmetrical representations. These representations require functional integrations of base functionals provided by the so-called FRIEDRICHS-SHAPIRO integration procedure over functional space 8 . The general theory requires the proof of convergence and the explicit calculation of the approximate functionals. Only the second problem is discussed here. For having analogy to nonlinear spinor theory we use the p-q representation of the anharmonic oscillator. Additionally this representation is the only one which preserves formal selfadjointness of the functional operator. It will be shown that the solution procedure runs analogous to the unsymmetrical case. For the lowest approximation numerical values are given. The value of the symmetrical representations lies in the fact, that one may hope to prove convergence. Technical details are given in the appendices. The use of Hermitean functionals for the symmetric representation has been first proposed and investigated by MAISON 9 . His paper gives a good complement to the more practical directed investigations given here.
Spinorial Representation of the Anharmonic Oscillator
Identifying q with xpA and p with ipz the equations of motion for the anharmonic oscillator can be written according to I 
dtVM) =Baßipß{t) -Caß Dyo xpß{t) ipY(t) xp"{t)
This representation is in complete analogy to the nonlinear spinor equation of elementary particle theory with Hermitean field operators 3 . As has been discussed in II, for the field theoretic treatment we characterize the stationary states of (1.1) by state functionals
where ] Q) are the stationary states in ordinary physical Hilbert space. For the calculation of these functionals, functional equations can be derived. Using the procedure outlined in II, app. I, we obtain the equations
Additionally for the physical functionals the subsidiary condition
(1.6)
with coQ = (E0 -E0) has to be satisfied, where E0 are the energy eigenvalues for the states \Q). By (1.5) and (1.6) the physical state functionals should be characterized independently of the original problem (1.1) and (1.2) in Hilbert space, i.e. one should be able to construct the state functionals explicitly by (1.5) and (1.6). This is the main problem of the following investigation. Therefore Eqs.
(1.5) and (1.6) are the starting point of our considerations.
Translational Equivalent Equations
For the purpose of numerical calculation, and as we shall see later also from general reasons it is necessary to use instead of (1.5) a suitably linear combination of the original equation. Doing so, we have to prove the equivalence of the linear combined with the original equation. Already in II such a proof of equivalence has been given for a special linear combination. Because we need in our further investigation more general linear combinations we give here a more general proof for equivalence too, showing at the same time the physical reason of equivalence. Writing the state functional (1.4) in the explicit form ,(;) =1/*, J (017X (fc).
•. wak (h)\ Q) (2J) where / has to be defined by
On the other hand by a translation of all variables Eq. (1.5) remains forminvariant, i. e. the transformed equation is just the original one with j replaced by /. Therefore its physical solutions do not depend on the arbitrary parameter t, i. e. for any arbitrary value of the parameter t in (1.5) we obtain the same solutions. Therefore we are allowed to use instead of (1.5) a suitably chosen linear combination over t for the calculation of %Q (j) i. e. a smeared out equation. As has been shown in II the smearing out procedure can be effected even by a functional operator itself without destroying the equivalence. one verifies by straight-forward calculation with the Fourier transforms of (2.8) and (2.6), that P commutes with (2.6). Therefore by the choice of S according to (2.5) the second condition is satisfied too. Finally in section 5 and 7 we shall see that also condition 3. is satisfied. In the following investigation we therefore use instead of (1.5) the combined Eq. (2.6).
Symmetric Functional Representations
For the actual construction of state functionals, we have to expand them into series of suitably chosen base functionals and to truncate these series. This procedure leads to matrix representations of the functional equations for the calculation of the expansion coefficients. In the preceding papers we distinguished between two possibilities of matrix representations. After substitution of the state functional expansion in the functional equation we project in one case this equation on the dual set of base functionals, in the other case on the original set. This leads to the unsymmetrical respectively symmetrical matrix representations of the functional equations. In II we treated the unsymmetrical version. In this paper we shall discuss the symmetrical version. Again we start with the Dyson expansion. Defining the spinorial Dyson base functionals by
where Faß (£ -rj) is the two point function
we expand %0{j) into a series of Dyson base functionals
For the evaluation of the symmetrical matrix representation it is necessary to perform genuine functional integration between the different base functionals (3.1). This is posible only if we transform the base functionals into the standard form by a change in the source functions /"(<). Substituting the transformation /«(*) = (3.4) in (3.1) and (3.3) where U^(tl -t2) is defined by
SU^{x-t) Fßy(x -y) Uy8(y-t') dxdy
= \Kö?>{t-t') (3.5)
we obtain the expansion Further one can show, that for the transformed Eq. (3.10) the conditions 1. and 2. of section 2 are also satisfied. So the transition to the standard form does not disturb the general solution programme. Of course the condition 3. is also still satisfied. Using the abbreviations of II section 5 the symmetrical version of the theory then is defined by the matrix representation
where the symbol "dA" means the Friedrichs-Shapiro integral over h, discussed in App. I and App. II,
The explicit construction of U^i^ -t^ can ke easily achieved by transforming (3.5) into momentum space. We do not discuss this explicitly because we shall see later, that one is able to eliminate all Uaß in the final equations.
Having transformed the state functionals we have to do the same procedure with the functional operators. This gives with (3.4) and the resulting relation the transformed Eq. (2.6) (3.10) (3.11) (3.12) the existence of which may be assumed. Applying the A-operators on di(h) in (3.14) the result can be expressed by a linear combination of the dr(h) again. Therefore for the evaluation of (3.14) we only have to calculate the Friedrichs-Shapiro integral between two arbitrary standard Dyson functionals dn(h) and ds(h). According to App. I and App. II this calculation can be performed by introducing a second set of base functionals, the socalled Hermitean base functionals Jn{h). They can be defined in terms of standard Dyson functionals by an expansion
where the explicit expressions for Ank and Bnk are given in App. I and App. II. There is also discussed the orthonormality of these functionals, namely
where the coefficient functions are defined by
The condition of stationarity (1.6) is transformed into 
and leads to the matrix representation of the functional Eq. (3.10)
Again the aplication of the h-operators on Ji(h) in (3.21) leads finally to a linear combination of the Jr(h) alone. Therefore the expressions (3.21) can explicitly be evaluated by the use of (3.17). This is discussed in detail in the following section and in App. III. and by inserting (3.24) into (3.13) and observing (3.21) the equivalence of (3.13) and (3.20) is verified. Additionally due to the special structure of the transformations (3.15), (3.16) the equivalence of (3.20) and (3.13) is even valid for the truncated equations. According to I and II the approximations are defined by the sequence of truncated equations
with A r = 1... oo, where the limit N to infinity gives bade the exact system (3.13) respectively (3.20). Then according to the special structure of the transformation the relations (3.24) are still exactly valid for the truncated matrices A\i (k, I = 1... N) and Mil (k, 1=1... N) i. e. the polynomial degree of the truncation is a "good quantum number" against the transformation. Defining
the truncated systems (3.25), (3.26) are also equivalent. Therefore for pure theoretical discussions we are allowed to change from one representation to the other without loss of generality. For numerical calculation one easily recognizes that the Hermitean representation is the more suitable one. This will be discussed in detail in the following section.
The Hermitean Representation
In this section we give the explicit form of the Hermitean representation As all Feynman integrals are to be calculated in momentum space, for the effective integration of (4.2) it is still necessary to perform a Fourier transformation on (4.2). Denoting all Fourier transforms by a tilde, observing the definition of Uaß to be Uaß(t~t') = Je-W-« ÜMP) dp (4.4) and introducing the new expansion functions by
we obtain from (4.2) the system ir n rni I -gi-giPi .. The symbol "sym" means symmetrization over the corresponding indices, and o 2 = 3/ , 11(0). Equation (4.6) is the starting point of our integration theory for the symmetric representation given in the next section.
General Solution Procedure
The system (4.6) is a system of integral equations but not in the common sense. Irrespective of the fact that it is an infinite system, (4.6) contains "contracted" functions and a lot of "unbounded" variables, i. e. variables over which no integration has been carried out. The contracted functions are defined by (4.7). By direct inspection of (4.6) follows, that for the integration procedure of (4.6) one has no other possibility than to consider the contracted functions like new unknown functions. Of course these functions are calculable. Applying the "contraction" operation (4.7) to the system (4.6) one obtains a system for the ^-functions. But this system now contains doubly contracted Qfunctions etc. The necessary procedure for obtaining a closed system of integral equations can be presented in a systematic way analogous to the unsymmetrical case in II Sect. 7. We repeat this procedure here, because we deal with spinorial functions. To perform it, we specialize to the case of state functionals for stationary states of even parity. Then only even indices k = 2, 4 ... do occur in (4.6). The case of odd parity can be treated in complete analogy. Assuming now a completely symmetric set of Fourier-transformed spinorial expansion functions f2m of a state functional (5, we can define the following contraction operations and functions
• Ak ! ak +1.
with f2m = : fzm and A%= (a*, 02m_i + i). To apply the contraction operators Pj on the system (4.6) we write it in the following form 
where we denoted for brevity 
4-y HU ^ )
The last term r^n reads in a symbolic notation, the Therefore the system for thte contraction functions precise details of which being given in App. IV ,q2m (k = 0 ... m) terminates with tQ2m and no higher contraction term occurs. So (5.4) can be used in-
For the solution of the infinite system we now use approximate functionals
Formally the use of (5.8) can be defined by putting 02a = 0 for a>N and then calculating £2...,02^ from the first N equations of (5.2). By our contraction procedure we transformed (5.2) We obtain for the calculation of (5.8) the truncated system
(5.10)
Then we have to integrate (5.10) explicitly. This will be done for a simple example in detail in section 7. Here we only want to sketch the general method. To do this it is not necessary to write down all indices explicitly. We rather use a shorthand notation. We define a subset of functions £>\m by Then the remaining equations of (5.10) read in the notation of (5.11) and (5.12) Rn(2,N) =H(2,N) Rn(2,N) + F(2,TV) (5.14)
where F contains all terms with ^2 and 1O2 i-e.
F(2, IV) = : 2o HU q\ (N) ( m kZ 2 0
Then we construct the Green function for (5.14) namely and after introduction of center of gravity coordinates by
we obtain an eigenvalue equation for the calculation of the approximate eigenvalue OJn corresponding to the approximate functional (5.8);
of course the main calculational problem is the construction of G(2, TV).
The Condition of Stationarity
Stationary functionals are characterized by the condition (1.6) respectively (3.12). Therefore we have to demonstrate that the solution procedure sketched in the preceding section and leading to an eigenvalue equation does satisfy (3.12) i. e. that the eigenvalue co^ calculated according to section 5 is the required one by the eigenvalue condition (3.12). To do this we first represent (3.12) by Hermite functionals. Using the Hermite expansion for the state functional (3.19), Eq. (3.12) can be written in our symbolic notation
•«^(yA^^AW«. (6-2)
Explicit evaluation gives according to App. III. (6.1) respectively (6.6). This gives for (6.1)
due to the diagonal structure of Pki • Therefore (3.12) has to be exactly valid for the approximate functionals too. Of course then Eqs. (6.6) have to be satisfied by the Q\m (N) also. Now the problem can be formulated as follows: According to section 5 only gl and £>2 are properly chosen to satisfy (6.6). If one calculates the higher ^-functions by the outlined procedure, do then all £)|m (AO satisfy (6.6) or not?
According to II, section 8 all £>|m (N) satisfy (6.6) if Pki commutes with the operator of the dynamical equation. This is true according to condition 2. of section 2. i. e. the dynamical operator is just selected from the viewpoint of commutativity. Therefore our calculation programm of section 5 automatically leads to properly constructed functionals of stationary states. For details we refer to II.
Integration of an Approximate System
The principles for the explicit integration of the truncated systems (5.6) are just the same as we have outlined in paper II section 9, where we demonstrated the method of integration for the simplest cases of the q>2 and (p2 -9?4-systems. The main feature is, that in the equation systems occur linear combinations of integral operators which only act partially on the whole ^-functions. And one has to construct the partial resolvents of these integral operator components. Therefrom one gets the total resolvent by an linear symmetric combination of the structure:
the Ri being the partial resolvents of the partial integral operators Kx. But now, in the spinorial case, the whole procedure is much more complicated than in the scalar one because each partial resolvent is a matrix resolvent. Moreover, the equations have more terms and additionally one has to construct inverse matrices by the same method. Thus we don't demonstrate the method of integration in detail for some appropriate system because it would not yield new aspects.
However, we will calculate some eigenvalue for the simplest case of the ^-equation. This reads according to (4.6) if we put £>3 = 0 A-ftfrJ+fl'Oftftfr)-». In this simple case our problem turns out to be only an algebraic one, and we get from (7.3) the eigen- whereas the exact value is given by ft)10 = 1.0871. It is remarkable that one gets the same value as in the Hermitean formulation of the ^-representation 9 .
Moreover we see that we get in the Hermitean representation in the lowest approximation an eigenvalue which is lower than the exact one, whereas the unsymmetrical version results in a higher one. To obtain from (1.6) conventional orthogonality relations as one may expect for complete orthogonal expansion systems, the functions pn(^i • • xn) have to be specified further. They have to be constructed as complete orthogonal sets in ordinary function space.
A special representation which does not lead to contradictions is given by j n n pn(t1..tn;x1..xn) -P 2 77 «M*;.« (1.7)
Then the numbers t^. .tn which are continuously variable play the role of index numbers like the wavevectors K for plane wave functions. The possibility of choosing a base system like (1.7) is in so far important and of special interest, as it allows immediately a Lorentz-invariant generalization, which finally is the aim of the entire formalism developped here. Naturally the Fourier transform of (1.7) is also a possible expansion system, but this does not lead to any new results.
By (1.7) and (1.1) the special set of Polynomials 
